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Abstract
To study the stability of surrounding rocks for shield tunneling under overpass structures and the safety of existing
bridge structures, a practical example of the method was cited through a shield tunneling project under the
overpass structure between K1+110 and K1+700 on Line 2 of Shenyang Subway, China. The sub-area
reinforcement was proposed according to surrounding rock deformation characteristics during shield tunnel
excavation. The bridge foundation (i.e., the clear spacing to the shield tunnel is less than 2 m) was reinforced by
steel support, the bridge foundation (the clear spacing is about 2~7m) used “jet grouting pile” reinforcement,
whereas the bridge foundation (the clear spacing is greater than 7 m) did not adopt any reinforcement measures for
the moment. For this study, the mean value and material heterogeneity models were established to evaluate the
reinforcement effect from several aspects, such as surrounding rock deformation, plastic zone development, and
safety factor. The simulation results were consistent with those of field monitoring. After reinforcement, the
maximum deformation values of the surrounding rock were reduced by 4.9%, 12.2%, and 48.46%, and the
maximum values of surface subsidence were decreased by 5.6%, 72.2%, and 88.64%. By contrast, the overall
safety factor was increased by 4.1%, 55.46%, and 55.46%. This study posited that this reinforcement method can
be adopted to solve tunnel construction problems in engineering-geological conditions effectively. References for
evaluating similar projects are provided.
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of urban rail traffic, the subway
has become a crucial part of urban underground space
development in the 21st Century [1-3]. The construction of
subway is often heavily restricted by the existing
environment, with many subway lines constructed along
urban roads. For example, Lines 4, 5, and 10 of the Beijing
Subway, with a total underground length of 63.1 km, go
through more than ten foundations of overpass bridges on
urban roads. At its closest, the distance to the bridge
foundation is only 0.19m. Similar issues during subway
construction have also been encountered in Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen and other cities [4]. How to ensure
the safety of subway construction close to existing bridges
has become an increasingly acute problem [5]. The
disturbance to surrounding rock from a new tunnel
construction inevitably causes deformation of and internal
force on existing buildings. If the deformation exceeds the
load-bearing capacity or the maximum allowable value,
damage will be caused, which not only influences the
normal use of the buildings but also threatens the safety of
the new tunnel construction as well as its normal operation
later [6-8]. Hence, under this situation, the scientific
______________
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reinforcement measure and key control technology are
required to meet both safety construction of tunnels and
normal use of existing buildings.
2. State of the art
Research on the effects of subway construction on adjacent
bridge piers involves tunnel engineering, pile foundation
engineering, soil mechanics, and other fields. Its complexity
has led to the general weakness and slow progress of
research work in this area. Loganathan [9] designed a
centrifuge model, made 3 groups of centrifuge tests to
estimate stratum deformation due to tunnel excavation in
clay strata and its influence on adjacent pile foundations.
The calculation formula was derived by Li Yongsheng [10],
with the help of elastic mechanics and the theory of beams
on elastic foundations, which described the effect on an
adjacent pile body force and deflection by shield promoting.
Using a three-dimensional finite element method, Ruan
Linwang [11] researched deformation and stress caused to
an adjacent pile by soft soil shield construction. Wang
Zhansheng [12] systematically studied the shield closely
through the pile foundation. He analyzed the effect on the
pile foundation and the mechanism of influence factors,
proposing a method for evaluating the effects on a
neighboring single pile’s internal force and the deformation
by shield construction as well as the methods and procedures
for shield tunneling going through pile foundations. He also
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emphasized the control of construction parameters during
shield construction through the pile foundation and auxiliary
construction measures. Burland [13] introduced the concept
of protecting surface buildings with row pile structures in
the extension of a subway line in the UK. Ye Shulin and
Wang Yiji [14] described the protection of adjacent towers
by isolation piles in Line 2 of the Shanghai Metro. Wang
Wenbin [15] represented the protection of a clock tower by
separation pillars in Line 2 Metro in Xi'an. The literatures
[16-17] specified the reinforcement mechanism of the
isolation pile. Nevertheless, at present, little research has
been done on how to safely protect urban subway
construction close to buildings. There remains a lack of
systematic and universal norms and standards. Numerous
previous studies focused on reinforcement measures and the
influence of the adjacent building, while research on the
control effect of strengthening is scarce.
The area between K1+110 and K1+700 on Line 2
metro in Shenyang crosses under an overpass bridge, the
bridge pile of which is close to the tunnel entrance. The
minimum horizontal distance from the bridge pile to the
tunnel entrance is 0.4m, and the minimum vertical distance
is 5.35m. In addition, the line's hydrogeological condition is
very complex. Based on the research into engineeringgeological conditions and the surrounding environment, this
article selects "steel supports" to control the influence on
existing buildings adjacent to the new tunnel construction.
Combined with measured data, a material mean value model
and a material heterogeneity model were established.
According to strength reduction and stochastic medium
theory, the effect of reinforcement was assessed from the
aspects of surrounding rock deformation, plastic zone
development and safety factor. The research shows that this
method can effectively solve difficulties encountered in
tunnel construction when facing with this type of
engineering-geological conditions, and also provide a new
approach for assessing similar projects.

The way between K1+110 ~ K1+700 of the tunnel goes
under an overpass (the structure of overpass was in good
according to testing of the original design unit in 1999). The
bridge foundation pile has a diameter of 2~2.5m, with a
13.3~17.2m depth. Take the length as the classification
standard: A (13m), B (14~14.7m), C (14~14.6m), D
(13~16.9m), E (13~14.85m), F (11m), and G (13m).
Table 1. Distance from the bridge’s foundation to the tunnel
(the left line) entrance, self-elaboration

3. Description of the Problem
The 1st bidding zone of the line 2 of the Shenyang subway
has a length of 1268.4m and a design range from K0+606.7
to K1+875.100. The tunnel is constructed by the shield
tunneling method (the machine is used by an earth pressure
balance shield machine). It is a single hole and single line
tunnel with a circular cross section. The space between the
two lines is 13-50m. This section line goes as a "V" type
slope in the longitudinal axis with a maximum slope of 30‰.
The maximum buried depth of the tunnel is about 30.12m
(the thickness of covering soil is 24.12m), and the minimum
buried depth is 14.98m (the thickness of covering soil is
9.28m).

Number

Pile

1

Distance from left line of tunnel (m)
Left side

Right side

Ceiling

C29

——

6.98

10.388

2

C25

——

8.3

6.592

3

C24

——

8.13

10.692

5

K2

0.40

——

10.736

6

K3

——

4.98

10.796

7

K4

——

6.13

10.896

8

K5

——

7.23

10.96

9

K6

——

7.91

10.992

10

K7

——

7.7

10.864

11

A27

6.97

——

9.664

12

J16

——

8.86

10.464

13

J15

——

8.67

10.376

14

J14

——

8.49

10.272

15

J12

6.92

——

10.076

16

G0

——

7.49

7.228

17

B20,1#

2.85

——

9.10

18

B20,2#

5.01

——

10.68

19

J3

2.77

——

10.356

20

J13

——

4.86

10.144

21

G1

0.42

——

7.964

22

F10

5.19

——

8.008

黄河大街主桥桥台

Table 2.. Distance from the bridge’s foundation to the
tunnel (the right line) entrance, self-elaboration
Number

Pile

1
2

Distance from right line of tunnel (m)
Left side

Right side

Ceiling

C29

5.53

——

10.39

C28

7.73

——

5.928

3

C27

8.05

——

6.243

4

C26

8.39

——

6.452

5

C25

8.72

——

6.696

6

C24

9.05

——

6.896

7

C23

9.38

——

7.172

8

C22

9.66

——

7.296

9

盾构推进方向

C21

9.94

——

11.124

10

C20

8.43

——

11.1

11

C19

6.04

——

10.056

12

C18

6.06

——

9.984

盾构推进方向

Fig.1. The plan of shield tunneling under-crossing the overpass

132

13

C17

6.44

——

9.912

14

B17 ,1#

——

7.50

9.148

15

B17, 2#

——

6.93

9.036
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D8

——

7.66

9.50

17

D11

6.73

——

10.344

18

D12

8.46

——

9.992

19

D13

9.32

——

9.356

20

D14

9.39

——

9.10

21

C5

9.00

——

8.344

22

C4

8.85

——

7.712

23

C3

7.37

——

6.676

24

C16

4.58

——

10.86

25

A24,1#

——

5.07

10.104

26

A24,2#

——

4.13

10.10

27

D9

0.91

——

10.444

28

D10

4.28

——

10.408

29

C2

4.92

——

6.052

30

C1

2.09

——

5.352

31

C0-1

——

1.33

7.444

32

C0-2

2.34

——

7.444

(3) In the area where the clear spacing between the shield
structure and pile is less than 2m, the bridge foundations
were reinforced by steel supports.

The surface elevation

Silty
clay

Coarse
sand

Sand

ρ(KN/m3)

16.50

19.50

19.10

19.10

26.6

E(Mpa)
Poisson’s
ratio δ
Cohesion
(Kpa)
friction
angle (φ)
Depth (m)

7.00

16.7

31.02

31.89

18.84

0.35

0.30

0.30

0.28

0.30

10

32

3.00

2.00

2.00

10º

5º

30º

34º

34º

1.5

9.0

4.0

7.5

>38

7m

shield lining segments

Fig.2. Deformation area caused by shield construction, self-elaboration

4.2 Optimal Selection of Reinforcement Measures
The original reinforcement of the bridge pier is intensive.
The spacing of vertical main bar and stirrups is 10cm. If a
Ф32 piece of steel in the pier is taken as a reinforced
concrete corbel, most of the pier's main bars will be
destroyed, the ability of the pier to withstand the upper load
will be greatly weakened and the bridge structure will be
unsafe. Furthermore, when the bridge pier settlement is
stabilized, the pier could not recover to its original state if
the jack and concrete corbel were removed. Thus, according
to the actual situation of the pier, using steel support rather
than the method of underpinning support can effectively
avoid the destruction on the original structure of the pier.
The main technologies of shape steel support are: (i)
the steel beam was constructed as the foundation; (ii) the
steel beam was gently installed in a steel cushion, welding
was used in the steel pipe support area in order to enhance
stability of force; (iii) the upper pipe support was installed,
which was manufactured in a factory and then transported to
the site for installation; (iv) using the synchronous jacking
technique make the steel pipe supports evenly force. Each
beam on the top of the steel support touched the bridge tight
and closely. When the shield machine passed through the
foundation of the bridge and the settlement reached the
warning value 5mm, the bridge would be restored to its
original position and fixed by the jack. Figure 3 shows the
construction sites.

Table 3. Soil parameters (triaxial experiment), selfelaboration
Miscellaneous fill

14m

Inner diameter=5.4m
Outer diameter=6.0m

The hydrogeological environment in the area is
complicated. The various layers from top to bottom could be
described as: miscellaneous fill, silty clay, coarse sand, sand,
and mud gravel. The tunnel crosses mud gravel layer, the
intensity of which is lower. The original soil had already
been disturbed in the construction of the existing buildings,
although the scope of the disturbance field was difficult to
ascertain accurately. In shield tunnel construction, measures
against precipitation were taken, which resulted in a
disorderly distribution of the underground water system. The
soil parameters are indicated in Table 3.

Parameter

11m

7m

16

Mud gravel
layer

4 Methodology
4.1 Division of Stratum Deformation
Based on references [10], [18] and [19], stratum deformation
is divided into 2 areas caused by shield construction (Fig.2).
(1) The bridge pile foundations outside of areasⅠandⅡare
not considered protective measures, only to strengthen the
monitoring during construction.
(2) The method of isolation piles were taken between the
shield construction and the pile foundation in partⅠand
Ⅱ of the areas as the figure shows, where their distances are
more than 2m(that is, after the shield construction, based on
the size of the settlement monitoring results to determine
whether take jet grouting pile or not).

Fig.3. Reinforcement construction site, self-elaboration
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4.3 Numerical Simulation Analysis
Existing evaluation work on the strengthening control effect
continues to suffer from a lack of standards and
specifications. This article conducts its evaluation through
numerical simulation and on-site monitoring.
According to the spatial positions of pile foundations
and the tunnel in the research area, 3 representative

conditions were selected (principles: abutment distance
closer to the unfavorable tunnel face section) in order to
analyze the specific details in Table 4. According to Gunn
[2], recommendations exist for length and width (4D and 5D
respectively, where D=6.28m, the diameter of tunnel
excavation hole).

Table 4. Analysis of conditions, self-elaboration
condition

Pile

1
2
3

Bridge foundation - tunnel location(m)

Tunnel buried depth

Reinforcement

11.12

27.62

Isolation pile

27.59

Left

Right

Ceiling

C21

9.94

—

G1

0.42

—

7.96

C0-1

—

1.33

7.44

C0-2

2.34

—

7.44

First, a mean isotropic material model was established
by ABAQUS to analyze the plastic zone of surrounding rock
deformation and its development in different conditions after
reinforcement. Then, with the help of RFPA-2d, a material
anisotropy heterogeneous model was established. The
analysis considers constitutive model with residual strength
after elastic damages and the failed elements are treated with
reduced properties. The progressive failure characteristics of
the surrounding rock under reduction degradation were
analyzed before and after reinforcement, and the overall
safety factor was ascertained.

Steel reinforcement

pressure entity unit). The excavation process of tunnel was
simulated by the birth-death element method, properties of soil
mass were adopted by the Duncan-Chang constitutive
Model, and the others were adopted by linear-elastic
constitutive model. The required reference data of soil is
detailed in Table 3, and the results are shown in Fig.4 and
Fig.5.
The calculation results showed that deformation of the
surrounding rock was mainly concentrated in the mouth of
the cave and below, and a "tank" appeared in the mouth of
the cave after tunnel excavation. The size of reduction was
small in condition 1, but was larger in conditions 2 and 3
after reinforcement measures were taken, because the bridge
foundations were farther from the excavation section surface
of tunnel in condition 1, the effect is less serious than that in
condition 2 and 3.

4.4 Results of Numerical Simulation Analysis
A model is established by ABAQUS: a CPE4R unit was
adopted by the pile, lining and grouting (a 4-node plane
strain reduced integral entity unit), and the soil was
represented using a CPE4P unit (a 4-node plane strain pore

(1)condition 1

27.63

(2)condition 2
(a) Surrounding rock deformation nephogram(before strengthening)

(1)condition 1
(2)condition 2
(b)Surrounding rock deformation nephogram(after strengthening)
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(1)condition 1

(2)condition 2
(c)Plastic strain contours(before strengthening)

(1)condition 1

(2)condition 2
(d)Plastic strain contours(after strengthening)
Fig.4. Nephogram of calculation results, self-elaboration

The maximum deformation of the surrounding rock
under working conditions 1~3 were 28.4mm, 30.75mm and
52.39mm before reinforcement, falling to 27mm after
reinforcement and hence reduced by 4.9%, 12.2% and
48.46% respectively. The surface subsidence under working
conditions 1~3 were 5.3mm, 18mm and 44mm before
reinforcement, essentially falling to about 5mm after
reinforcement and hence reduced by 5.6%, 72.2% and
88.64% respectively.

settlement/mm

0

c′ =

-10
Condition1(Before strengthening)
Condition1(After strengthening)

-30

Condition2(Before strengthening)
Condition2(After strengthening)

-40

Condition3(Before strengthening)
Condition3(After strengthening)

-50
-30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0
5 10 15
Distance from tunnel Central Line/m

(3)condition 3

The safety factor of tunnel shear failure is divided into
two kinds [20]. One is the overall instability, which
corresponds to the overall safety factor. The other is the
tunnel's local instability, which generally occurs in joints
and fissures in the rock mass and is relevant to the
corresponding partial safety factors. In this paper, Fs [6] is
the overall safety coefficient, which is defined as: when the
shear strength parameters of rock and soil body c and φ
reached critical values c´ and φ´, rock mass will be in a
critical state of equilibrium, including:

10

-20

(3)condition 3

c
F

(1)

Through the reduction factor and the current calculation
step of instability, the strength reserve safety coefficient Fs
before the reduction of surrounding rock can be obtained:

Fs = 1 (1 − n × step)
20

25

30

(2)

In the formula, n represents the reduction factor, which
is 0.02, and step is the current calculation step before the
reduction instability destruction.
Fig.6 is the shear stress diagram where different
reduction steps occur. In Fig.6(1)(b), the reduction step is 25
- 36, where 25 is the total reduction steps, and 36 stands for
the 25th of the 36 steps, that is "step in step" , E can be
calculated by the above elastic constitutive relation if the
load cell damage according to the failure criterion. Thus, E
can be used to reflect stress redistribution caused by the unit
performance weakening and failure in the condition of
invariable in the external load of recalculation, until a new
unit damage can not be found in this step. The rock mass
strength then continues to reduce and enters the next
analysis step.

Fig.5. Horizontal surface curve of settlement changes, self-elaboration

The numerical results of plastic strain showed that the
deformation of surrounding rock was under control, the
settlement of the bridge foundation was small and the plastic
zone without a trend after reinforcement measures were
taken. To a certain extent, construction safety of the shield
through the existing buildings is improved, although the
extent cannot be quantitatively described. Therefore, a
material average model is established by RFPA-2d with the
help of the Weibull random distribution function to realize
the material heterogeneity and random distribution of
defects, simulated progressive failure of surrounding rock in
the process of strength reduction, and calculated the overall
safety factor.
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(a)Tunnel excavation

(d)n=25-42

(e)n=25-44
(1)Condition 1: Different reduction step under shear stress(after strengthening)

(a)Tunnel excavation

(d)n=23-32

(b)n=25-36

(b)n=23-29

(c)n=25-41

(f)n=25-46

(c)n=23-31

(e)n=23-33
(f)n=23-38
(2)Condition 2: Different reduction step under shear stress(after strengthening)

(a)Tunnel excavation

(b)n=19-28
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(e)n=19-36
(3)Condition 3: Different reduction step under shear stress(after strengthening)
Fig.6. Shear stress in different reduction steps, self-elaboration
1.0

Vault vertical displacement/mm

From Fig.6, it can be known that the cracks in the
tunnel in working conditions 1~3 are larger when the
reduction step is n=25~36, n=23~40 and n=19~39
respectively. Combined with Eq. 2, the safety factors of the
corresponding conditions before and after reinforcement
(Tab. 5) can be calculated. As can be seen from Table 5, the
safety factors of working conditions 1~3 were increased by
4.1%, 55.46% and 55.46% respectively after reinforcement.

0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5
-2.0
-2.5

The tunnel section

-3.0

Table 5. Safety coefficient statistics, self-elaboration
Safety factor
(before reinforcement)

Safety factor
(after reinforcement)

Condition 1

1.92

2.00

Condition 2

1.19

1.85

Condition 3

1.14

1.61

(3)Displacement of the right vault

4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10

The vertical settlement/mm

Conditions

4.5 Field Monitoring Test
During the construction process, the survey points were
arranged on the site to monitor existing buildings settlement,
ground surface settlement, the surrounding rock
convergence, vault displacement. From Figure 7, it can be
seen that the value of the maximum settlement of the surface
above the tunnel's surrounding rock convergence is less than
7mm, the surrounding rock convergence is less than 2mm,
displacement is less than 3mm, and the bridge pile
foundation settlement is less than 5mm (a limit of 30mm
was given in the specification) after reinforcement.

YQ-1
YQ-5-2
YQ-12
YQ-17
YQ-21
ZQ-1
ZQ-5-2
ZQ-12
ZQ-18

2

4

6

YQ-2
YQ-7
YQ-13
YQ-18
YQ-22
ZQ-2
ZQ-6
ZQ-13
ZQ-19

YQ-3
YQ-8
YQ-14
YQ-19-1
YQ-23
ZQ-3
ZQ-8
ZQ-14
ZQ-20

YQ-4-1
YQ-9
YQ-15
YQ-19-2
YQ-24
ZQ-4-1
ZQ-9
ZQ-15
ZQ-21

YQ-4-2
YQ-10
YQ-16-1
YQ-20-1
YQ-25
ZQ-4-2
ZQ-10
ZQ-16

YQ-5-1
YQ-11
YQ-16-2
YQ-20-2
YQ-26
ZQ-5-1
ZQ-11
ZQ-17

The cumulative of monitoring/day

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36

(4)The settlement of Bridge pier

Fig.7. Field data, self-elaboration

According to the above analysis, the surrounding rock
deformation and plastic zone area were reduced, the overall
safety factor was increased, the settlement of the bridge
foundation, the surrounding rock convergence, and the
vault’s displacement of surrounding rock were decreased,
the bridge's normal use and tunnel's construction were
ensured after the reinforcement measures are taken.

2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8

The tunnel of the left line
The tunnel of the right line

The tunnel section

5 Conclusions

-10

K1+110
K1+130
K1+150
K1+170
K1+190
K1+210
K1+230
K1+250
K1+270
K1+290
K1+310
K1+330
K1+350
K1+370
K1+390
K1+410
K1+430
K1+450
K1+470
K1+490
K1+510
K1+530
K1+550
K1+570
K1+590
K1+610
K1+630
K1+650
K1+670
K1+690

The vertiucal settlement/mm

(f)n=19-40

K1+109.632
K1+129.881
K1+149.102
K1+169.153
K1+189.154
K1+209.632
K1+229.881
K1+249.102
K1+269.153
K1+289.154
K1+309.632
K1+329.881
K1+349.102
K1+369.153
K1+389.546
K1+409.632
K1+429.881
K1+449.102
K1+469.153
K1+489.546
K1+509.632
K1+529.881
K1+549.102
K1+569.153
K1+589.546
K1+609.632
K1+629.881
K1+649.102
K1+669.153
K1+689.546

(d)n=19-33

This paper firstly analyzed the reinforcement measures of
the shield tunneling under overpass structure, then
established two numerical models based on a detailed
engineering example. The control effects of reinforcement
were evaluated by numerical simulations, which was
consistent with the monitoring data. The main conclusions
are drawn as follows:
(1) Using the steel support method rather than load-bearing
underpinning on the pile foundation, which is less than 2m
to the shield tunnel, can effectively avoid the damage to the
original pier structure.
(2) From the results of numerical calculation, after
reinforcement(conditions 1~3), the maximum deformation
values of the surrounding rock were reduced by 4.9%,

1
0
-1
-2

The tunnel of the left line
The tunnel of the right line

The tunnel section

-3

K1+110
K1+130
K1+150
K1+170
K1+200
K1+220
K1+240
K1+260
K1+290
K1+310
K1+330
K1+350
K1+370
K1+390
K1+410
K1+430
K1+450
K1+470
K1+490
K1+510
K1+530
K1+550
K1+570
K1+590
K1+610
K1+630
K1+650
K1+670
K1+690

The surrounding rock convergence/mm

(1)The surface Vertical settlement above tunnel Central Line

(2)The surrounding rock convergence
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12.2% and 48.46%, and the maximum values of surface
subsidence were reduced by 5.6%, 72.2% and 88.64% , and
the overall safety factors were increased by 4.1%, 55.46%
and 55.46% respectively. The results of numerical
calculation verified the necessity of the reinforcement
measures.
(3) From the results of measured data, the maximum
settlement value of the surface above the tunnel entrance
was less than 7mm, convergence value of surrounding rock
was less than 2mm, displacement of the vault was less than
3mm, and the settlement value of bridge foundation was less
than 5mm (the specification sets a limit of 30mm) after

reinforcement. The measured datas verified the rationality of
the reinforcement measures.
(4) Based on the experimental data and numerical
simulations, the effect of reinforcement can be assessed from
the aspects of surrounding rock deformation, plastic zone
development and safety factor, which also provides
reference for evaluating the similar projects.
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